12 Optimal designs for the efficient estimation of parameters in nonlinear regression models are usually local D-optimal designs, based on either a linear or quadratic approximation of the nonlinear surface, which assume that responses are independent. Very little has been done in the area of nonlinear models with correlated errors, and none of these works consider the effect of strong curvature when applying a linear approximation to the nonlinear surface in obtaining designs for small samples. This work compares the performance of three common design criteria in the presence of correlated errors. The results show that sometimes the more complicated design criteria (which account for correlation and/or curvature) can greatly improve the design, although not always. These ideas are illustrated through the intermediate product and exponential decay models.
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The choice of joint inference region for 8 is usually limited either to one based on the asymptotic properties of 8, or one based on the likelihood function of (1. is a good approximation. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, even for moderately large samples (Bates and Watts, 1988; Seber and Wild, 1989 ).
The likelihood-based (1 -a)100% joint inference region (1.5)
is not ellipsoidal, is more difficult to compute and display, and is not readily available from popular computer packages. It is, however, preferable' because it is not dependent on the assumption of linearity given in (1.4).
Is it possible to design an experiment for fitting a nonlinear model such that any combination of the following hold: 8 is both precise and accurate; asymptotic properties of the form (1.4) are not needed; the approximation (1.4) is reasonable, even for small samples? Optimal selection of design points for nonlinear estimation has been investigated by Box and Lucas (1959) , Hill and Hunter (1974) , Papakyriazis (1978) , Hamilton and Watts (1985) , Clarke and Haines (1995) , to name a few, but only a handful of these authors (for example, Hamilton and Watts 1985, Clarke and Haines 1995) have suggested design criteria which are not based on the asymptotic properties of 6, and are thus applicable for the design of small experiments.
The goal of this article is to investigate and compare the performance of three design criteria applied to correlated responses in small experiments. Many processes, such as chemical reactions, occur over time and it is only reasonable to believe that the optimal designs are a function of the strength of correlation between responses. Section 2 contains a review of three optimality criteria.
Section 3 describes the adjustment necessary for correlated errors. Section 4 contains applications to two nonlinear models, and Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
2. Optimality criteria. Unlike linear models, the optimal design for a nonlinear model can be heavily dependent on the value of 8. One approach is to consider 8 0 -locally optimum designs, which are obtained by assuming the true value of 8 is 80. Other approaches include sequential, minimax, and Bayesian designs (Atkinson and Donev, 1992; Chaudhuri and Mykland, 1993; Haines, 1995; Mukhopadhyay and Haines, 1995; Seber and Wild, 1989) . In this article, interest is limited to locally optimum designs.
While there are a myriad of local optimality criteria, the following are pursued here: (linear) Doptimality, quadratic mean squared error D-optimality, and quadratic joint inference region volume optimality. They are described in the following subsections.
D-optimality.
Asymptotic properties of the likelihood of (1.2) lead to F~F. as the asymptotic information matrix of(j. The D-optimality criterion is equivalent to maximizing the determinant of this asymptotic information matrix (Pukelsheim, 1993 (Seber and Wild, 1989, pg 181) . The D opt criterion of Section 2.1 assumes this and so includes no bias term in the resulting information matrix. However, if the linear tangentplane approximation (1.4) is inappropriate for a given model-design combination, then 9 can be very seriously biased (Box 1971 , Clarke 1980 , Hougaard 1985 , Clarke and Haines 1995 . Consequently, it is eminently sensible to consider the mean squared error (MSE) of 9, based on at least a quadratic approximation of /(6). This article considers the quadratic approximation only. The quadratic mean squared error D-optimality, MSEqDopt , criterion minimizes det(MSEQ(9», the generalized mean squared error of 9, based on a quadratic approximation of the expectation surface.
M SEQ (9) has been derived by many authors. (There are also formulas based on higher-order approximations of /(6). See Clarke 1980 , Hougaard 1985 . Only the basic required formulas will be presented here. (See Seber and Wild (1989) for a more complete treatment, as well as a review of multiplication of three dimensional arrays.) The notation in this article follows that of Seber and Wild (1989) . First, apply the QR decomposition to F. to get Let Foo be the n X p X P three-dimensional array of second derivatives of /(6), where 
The MSEQD opt criterion is to find ZI, Z2, . (Seber and Wild, 1989, pg. 262-264) .
In addition, we get I(F~F.)-ll = 1/(IF.1)2.
Joint inference region volume optimality.
If the linear approximation (1.4) is invalid, then the joint inference region (1.3) is inappropriate but may be modified so that it is based on a better, for example, quadratic, approximation of the expectation surface. Hamilton and Watts (1985) provide such an approximation and suggest that designs be selected to minimize the approximate volume of the resulting joint inference region. The VolQ criterion is to find :1:1, :1:2, ... ,:l: n to minimize (2.9)
where all calculations are done using 8 = 8 0 , q2 = q~, and a. The notation is similar to that of Section 3. Correlated errors. Correlated errors occur very often in practice, for example, when the independent variable is time, and this correlation should not be ignored as it may affect the choice of design (Atkinson and Donev, 1992, pg 197 While Figure 1 helps the reader see the pattern in the optimum designs, it gives no information on the relevant difference between these designs -their adjusted relative efficiencies with respect to the criterion objective function. The adjusted relative efficiency (AdRE) used here for a criterion whose objective function O(Zl, ... , zn) needs to be maximized is
where p is the number of parameters in the model. For a criterion whose objective function O(Z1, ... , zn) needs to be minimized,
Efficiency relative to the p = 0, D opt design seems most appropriate here because this is the default design (i.e., all other criteria simplify to give this design) when both correlation and curvature are ignored or do not exist. An adjusted relative efficiency value near 1 means little information is lost by ignoring correlation and/or curvature. Figure 2 contains the logarithm of this adjusted relative efficiency for the designs in Table 1 , as a function of p, with separate curves for the different criteria.
The D opt criterion, which accounts for correlation but not curvature, gives the least improvement over the p =0, D opt design. The MSEQD opt criterion is marginally better than the D opt criterion, while the VolQ criterion gives the greatest improvement. Unfortunately, the maximum improvement corresponds to an AdRE value of 0.928, which is practically no improvement at all. The conclusion is that for the intermediate product model with 6 0 = (.7, .2), very little is gained from the more complicated procedures that account for correlation and/or curvature.
Exponential decay.
The exponential decay model has also been studied by many (see, for example, Atkinson and Donev 1992 , Bates and Watts 1988 , Seber and Wild 1989 . It is useful in modeling concentration of the substance created in a single irreversible first-order chemical reaction.
The expected response is
The resulting concentration increases from 0 at time x = 0, then asymptotes to 0 1 , the initial concentration of the original substance, as time x increases. The rate of increase is governed by O 2 ,
with larger values of O 2 implying a rapid rate of increase of the new substance.
The exponential decay model has two distinguishing features when p = O. The first is that because 0 1 enters the model (4.15) linearly, it has no effect on the optimal design. The second is that the optimum two-point D opt design is analytically very easy to obtain as
However, the second feature disappears for p > 0, as will be demonstrated below. Locally optimum two-point designs are obtained using 60 = (1,10), B =5, q2 = .01, and a =.05.
The optimum designs are presented in the same format used for the intermediate product model. Table 2 designs offer such an improvement over the p = 0, Dopt design that the AdRE is practically zero.
5. Discussion. This article illustrates some of the effects of correlation and inappropriate use of the tangent-plane linear approximation to the expectation surface on the selection of designs for estimation of 8. The result depends on the model and on 8 0 • There are no general "rules" to follow.
For some models, the improvement due to correlation and/or curvature adjustments can be large;
for other models, the adjustments are not worth the effort. If one suspects correlated errors then optimal designs based on this correlation structure should be compared (in terms of adjusted relative efficiency) to the optimal design for independent errors. The same comment applies to checking the Much work remains to be done. For example, do the optimal designs from the different criteria approach a limiting design as p -+ 1. If so, do they approach the same limit, as suggested by Figures   1 and 3 ? Can a formal relationship between correlation and curvature be derived? For any given criterion, the designs corresponding to different p seem to fall on a curve, and this curve is almost a straight line for the intermediate product model.
-----------------------------------
The results presented here have been limited to n = p = 2. What can we expect for n > p? Are the designs replicated p-point designs? In general, how does one confirm that a continuous (n = 00) design has been found? The equivalence theorem cannot, in general, be applied to the combination of criteria (including correlation) presented here.
